
Minutes for Academic History team meeting, March 29, 2010 
 
Attended by; 
UAS: Peter, Barbara, Diane 
UAA: Lora, John 
UAF: Colleen, Brigitte, Tim, Emily 
Kenai, Shelly, Jenny  
SW:  
 
1. Talk about when to start using online grad app. 
   UAA would like to continue to test the new self service graduation application delivered with 
Banner 8. All three MAUs are fine with UAA doing more testing. UAS would like to know more 
about the defect in the online grad app that does not allow for payment. Colleen is going to see 
if there is any more documentation regarding this defect. UAA was not sure it the graduation link 
is still turned on in UAOnline LRGP.  It is still available under secure area> student services> 
last item in the list Graduation App. 

 
2. We need to re-look at the academic standing reports. 
      from Diane Meador, . 
During Banner 8 testing, I came across an issue also found in Banner 7,  
when computing academic standing. Students who previously were  
academically disqualified (academic standing code AQ) are assigned AQ  
again for their “new” standing. UAS does not use this code, but AQ was  
assigned to a student affiliated with UAS (see, for example, ******** in  
LRGP – this student’s academic standing was manually corrected in PROD).  
The larger issue is how we can or should honor coding from other MAUs. 
The AQ is for academic disqualification. It was agreed in the registration team that each MAU 
will honor the code and deny admissions until GPA requirement is met. UAS and Kenai still look 
for this code and UAA will look to see if the student is applying at another MAU and notify the 
MAU of the student’s status.  
 
3. Needing to change meeting time. 
It was decided that the new academic history time will be 1:00 on every other Monday.  There is 
a chance that this time will interfere with a UAF meeting on the first Monday of every month.  At 
which time the team can decide to meet at a different time or postpone till the next scheduled 
Monday depending on subject matter.  

4. Added Item:  Colleen gave the team an FYI regarding SHR9EGS 
This report has been broken since the implementation of banner 7 and 8. The propose of this 
report is to do mass updates for awarding students and should allow for mass updates to 
change an awarded students primary curriculum to non-degree seeking if the primary curriculum 
matches the awarded curriculum and the student does not have any other active curriculum.  


